
FRIDAYHASH HOUSE HARRIERS  

 

Run:  1394                                                                                   Date:20 OCT 2017 

Hare:  Doggy Doo                                                                  Venue: Beasley Park Leeming 

 

THE RUN  

As we arrived at the venue the first person we saw was a guy on a modified motor bike and a group 

of his mates all watching. It was a perfect evening for a run and the GM called out Doggy Doo to give 

the Pack instructions for the Run. A short Run all on chalk with no hills and also a Drink Stop is what 

he told us. The pack made its way through the streets of Leeming with the usual front runners taking 

up the lead, as I was with a group of walkers we were the last to reach the drink stop where 

Whore_da and Radar were doing an excellent job in serving drinks andl supplying other goodies. The 

runners were back by 7.40 and the last of the walkers 10 minutes later. 

The Circle  

The  GM called the circle to order and called out the Hare. Doggy Doo. Puki Merah was asked to 

comment on the run and said it was a run with no hills and a drink stop and he gave a score  of 9.7 

Light my fire was asked to comment for the walkers and said it was a good walk, well marked and 

gave a score of 9.8 

Zero Hero’s 

 D’liver Rants, Shadow and Doggy Doo 

 

LTNS 

 Rockbotton,Crusher, Whore_da and Doggy Doo were our LTNS this evening. 

Visitors.  (There were no visitors this evening.) 

Jabbers.  

Shifty,Wise Crack,and Radar DD for jabbering 

Birthdays/ Special events 

 

CHARGES 

Puki Merah charged Troppo for getting his knickers in a knot about a false trail. 

D’liver Rants charged Shifty who watched her at the Beverly Hotel using the Mens  toilet for the 

whole weekend without saying a word DD on Shifty.  

Hog shit was charged with sex on the Run with Troppo. 

Mel Adjusted on Big Bang re-ad he saw from light shop he said we need one now to stop the lights 

going on and off. 

Dead Squid on Doggy Doo re distance from sign for drink stop and location of drink stop 

 

 

 

Dummy Shorts 

Spackle  passed on the Dummy Shorts to Troppo for getting his knickers in a knot.   

 

Jokers  

Rambling told a joke, that when a  Sheep is  stuck in a fence in NZ it is called a leisure centre. 



There were a couple of POPE jokes from Troppo and Mel Adjusted. 

Cookie told a blond joke. 

Haberdash  

No sales this evening  

 

GENERAL BUSINESS   

 Bikers Hash  4th November New Norcia Hotel $75 per head  

Contact Shadow for Info 

D’liver Rants Abbot Park Deanmore St Scarborough 

Halloween dress up 

 

GRUB  

The Hare and co hare cooked some very tasty Hamburgers and sausages     

 

 

THE SONG   

D’liver Rants sang the song this evening. 

 

Add to Hareline 

Shiftys Run Menzies Park Purslow St Mt Hawthorn 

 


